TO: MUNICH FRANKFURT
FROM: DIRECTOR
CONF: 10D 4
INFO: COP, EE 4, DD/S, SSA, OGC/C, OGC, OS 2, S/C 2

OUT 76724
OUT 76724

TO: MUNI
INFO: FRAN
CONTI
CITE DIR 30222

DID ORIC TPFEELING FOR BARMESTER

REF: MUNI 9892 (IN34238) *3
MUNI 9964 (IN36112)*

STATE DEPARTMENT HAS REVIEWED AMENDED DRAFT LETTER SUBMITTED BY MUNICH CONGEN, FEELS NO LETTER IN ANY FORM SHOULD BE SENT BY CONSULATE TO EXILES AS PROPOSED. BASIS TURNED DOWN THAT SENDING LETTER EXCEEDS ORIGINAL LETTER AUTHORITY AMBASSADOR AND SETS UNDESIRABLE PRECEDENT. WE PLAN FURTHER DISCUSSIONS HERE BUT FEEL ANY CHANGE ABOVE STATE POSITION UNLIKELY. WILL DISCUSS WITH ALEXANDER 19 MAY BUT REQUEST YOU ALSO INFORM TPFEELING ASKING WHETHER ALTERNATIVE DEVICE (SUCH AS FEC LETTER AS PROPOSED) ACCEPTABLE TPFEELING AND EXILES. ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENT: *BARMESTER AND GREENLEE MET WITH HAMISH AND BELENKO AFTER REVIEW COPIES PBCHORDS CORRESPONDENCE WITH HOFFMAN.

OGC PAGAN - by phone
OS/AAS PENNINGTON - by phone

C/EE AP RELEASING OFFICER

COORDINATING OFFICERS
SECRET

CORD MEYER, JR. CHIEF, 1
AUTHENTICATING OFFICER
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